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NCA ECC / OTCC Overview

The government in Saudi Arabia established the National Cybersecurity Authority (NCA) to create
the Operational Technology Cybersecurity Controls (OTCC) which help fulfill the cybersecurity
needs related to the development of national cybersecurity policies, governance mechanisms,
frameworks, standards, controls, and guidelines. There are four main domains within the OTCC:
Cybersecurity Governance, Cybersecurity Defense, Cybersecurity Resilience, and Third-Party
Cybersecurity. Tenable assists organizations to proactively monitor the network to discover
vulnerabilities in their environment and provide a high-level overview of an organization's
vulnerability management program.

This Cyber Exposure Study provides guidance through the following primary sub-domains of the
NCA OTCC:

l 1-3: Cybersecurity Risk Management

l 2-1: Asset Management

l 2-2: Identity and Access Management

l 2-9: Vulnerabilities Management

l 2-10: Penetration Testing

l 2-12: Cybersecurity Incident and Threat Management



1-3: Cybersecurity Risk Management

The OTCC sub-domain 1-3 expands on the ECC 1-5 which states:

“To ensure managing cybersecurity risks in a methodological approach in order to protect the
organization’s information and technology assets as per organizational policies and procedures, and
related laws and regulations.”

Tenable assists organizations in following a Risk-Based Vulnerability Management (RBVM)
approach. RBVM is a process that reduces vulnerabilities across the attack surface by prioritizing
remediation based on the risks they pose to the organization. Unlike legacy vulnerability
management, risk-based vulnerability management goes beyond just discovering vulnerabilities.
RBVM provides the context needed to help organizations understand vulnerability risks with threat
context and insight into potential business impact.

Legacy vulnerability management solutions weren't designed to handle the modern attack surface
and the increasing threats. The attack surface is no longer just traditional IT assets, but also
includes mobile devices, web apps, cloud infrastructure, containers, Internet of Things (IoT) devices
and operational technology (OT) assets. In these modern networks, legacy vulnerability
management tools can’t deliver complete and timely insights into all of the devices across the entire
attack surface. By not identifying these assets and their threat vectors, the organization has
unassessed risks and which increases Cyber Exposure.

RBVM reduces guesswork, by taking a risk-based approach to vulnerability management, the
security team can focus on the vulnerabilities and assets that matter most and address the
organization’s true business risk instead of wasting valuable time on vulnerabilities attackers may
not likely exploit.

The InfoSec Team - One Stop Shop Comprehensive Attack Surface dashboard in Tenable
Security Center helps the InfoSec team maintain a high level of awareness and vigilance. The filters
and components are tailored to guide teams in detecting, predicting, and acting to reduce risk across
their entire attack surface. Analysts within information security teams are empowered to analyze
findings, remediate identified risks, track progress, and measure success against the organization's
charter and SLAs. According to sub-domains 1-3-1-2 within the OTCC, and 1-5-4 within the ECC,
risk assessments must be done periodically.



OTCC 1-3 requires risk assessments to be performed on a regular basis, and for most systems that
can be actively scanned, this requirement is sustainable; however, in terms of OT devices which can
be more fragile systems and cannot be actively scanned, Tenable OT Security can be used to
monitor these systems for vulnerabilities and track behaviors. Tenable Vulnerability Management
dashboards such as the Vulnerability Management Program Health dashboard, helps security
operations teams ensure their scanning program is appropriately maintained for an evolving
operational technology landscape aligned with business strategy.



The Output Assets filter is only available when using the Asset Summary Tool. When this tool is
selected, you have the option to refine the filters to include specific Asset information.

Credentialed or agent scanning with privileged access provides the most comprehensive and
accurate scanning results. Credentialed scans originate from a Tenable Nessus scanner that
reaches out to the hosts targeted for scanning, while agent scans run on hosts regardless of network
location or connectivity and then report the results back to the manager. Credentialed scanning is
more complicated than agent scanning and requires authentication with sufficient privileges to
enumerate software, installed applications, patch status, and identify configuration problems.
Tenable uses multiple protocols, such as SMB, SSH, HTTPS, and SNMP, to conduct authenticated
scans against assets. Analysts can drill into the summary information displayed in the dashboard to
troubleshoot upstream scanning problems that can adversely impact downstream reporting to
stakeholders.

Very often critical business assets are added to the environment without the knowledge of the
security or IT teams. Drilling into the data for assets that are discovered but not scanned can reveal
assets with a high criticality rating that are not being scanned.



2-1: Asset Management

The diverse location of assets makes the process of discover and identify assets very challenging.
Understanding where critical assets are and accurately inventorying assets is the crucial first step in
RBVM. Through credentialed scanning, assets can be reliably identified and attributes collected,
which enables organizations to establish and validate inventory management. Tenable Vulnerability
Management helps validate and collect information needed to maintain a healthy asset inventory. As
assets are discovered, an organization can begin to establish an inventory, which can be used to
assess and mitigate associated risks to the organization.

For domain 2-1, The National Cybersecurity Authority states:

“To ensure that the organization has an accurate and detailed inventory of OT/ICS assets in order to
support the organization’s cybersecurity and operational requirements to maintain the production
uptime, safe operations, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of OT/ICS assets.”

Attackers are not tied to a specific timezone and are continuously scanning the address space of
target organizations, searching for new and possibly unprotected systems to be attached to the
network. Transient devices, such as laptops or Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) devices may be out
of synchronization with security updates or already compromised providing a ripe attack vector.
Often, hardware may be installed on the network one evening but not configured and patched with
appropriate security updates until the following day, providing an easy target for exploitation.
Devices that are not visible from the internet can be exploited by attackers who have already gained
internal access and are hunting for internal pivot points.

Maintaining a comprehensive and up-to-date asset inventory is a fundamental and critical
component of RBVM. Modern IT environments encompass on-premises, cloud infrastructure,
mobile devices, ephemeral and transient assets, web applications, IoT devices, and more. Asset
identification of all connected assets within an organization is a common baseline requirement in
Essential Cybersecurity Controls (ECC) and OTCC. Maintaining an asset inventory is also the
critical first step in the Discovery phase of RBVM, allowing organizations to be more proactive. This
document provides guidance to establish an asset inventory.

The first step of RBVM begins with asset discovery to identify and map every asset across the
environment. Devices can be detected through active scanning and analysis with Nessus Tenable
OT Security to build a comprehensive list of assets and provide a clear picture of risk in the
environment.



The Asset Inventory & Discovery (SEE) Tenable Security Center dashboard provides guidance to
establish an asset discovery, including:

l Actively and passively detected assets

l Asset discovery statistics

l Detected web applications

l Indications for device types (printers, cameras, routers, firewalls, WAPs)

An equivalent to this dashboard also exists within Tenable Vulnerability Management:



In sub-domain 2-1-1-4, asset owners must be identified and must be involved in through all the
inventory and management of their assets. Oftentimes organizations have teams that focus on the
detailed information relevant to the teams' assets; or operational focus areas, such as Windows,
Linux, databases, or network infrastructure. The dashboard components do not require specific
asset list filters to be applied before use. However, organizations with teams that focus on a specific
group of assets benefit from using custom asset lists. Information security teams can visualize
findings against assets that are "owned by" or "assigned to" specific teams within the organization
using this method. Additionally, an Output Assets filter can be set to provide greater insight into
where additional resources need to be allocated to mitigate vulnerabilities.

When adding a dashboard in Tenable Security Center from the template library, a focus can be
applied to the dashboard to filter the data further. You can change the selection in the Targets drop-
down from All Systems to Assets, IP Addresses, or Repositories:



Furthermore, organizations must know the status of critical assets to ensure they are appropriately
monitored and protected based on each asset’s business risk rating. The Asset Management
Overview dashboard provides summary information about assets in the environment. This
information can be leveraged by risk and security managers to ensure the organization’s security
program is aligned with current business goals.



According to sub-domain 2-1-1-5 of the OTCC, criticality ratings must be assigned to each asset as
well as approved by their owners. Tenable assigns an Asset Criticality Rating (ACR) to each asset
on the network. ACR assists in prioritizing each asset based on indicators of business value and
criticality. ACR is based on several key metrics such as business purpose, asset type, location,
connectivity, capabilities, and third-party data. ACRs range from 0 to 10. Assets with a low ACR are
not considered business critical. Assets with a high ACR are considered to be the organization’s
most critical and carry the greater business impact if compromised. The ACR can also be adjusted
by the user if deemed the rating needs to be different.

Another asset related metric Tenable established is the Asset Exposure Score (AES). Tenable
calculates a dynamic AES for each asset on the network to represent the asset's relative exposure
as an integer between 0 and 1000. A higher AES indicates higher exposure. The AES score is



derived from the current ACR (whether tenable provided or custom) and the Vulnerability Priority
Ratings (VPR) associated with the asset.

OT Security's Automated Asset Discovery, Classification, and Management provides an
accurate, up-to-date asset inventory by continuously tracking all changes to devices. This simplifies
sustaining of operational continuity, reliability, and safety. OT Security also plays a key role in
planning maintenance projects, prioritizing upgrades, patch deployments, incident response, and
mitigation efforts.

All of the assets in the network are shown on the Inventory screen. Detailed data about each asset
is shown, enabling comprehensive asset management as well as monitoring of the status of each
asset and its related Events. The data shown in the Inventory screen is gathered using the OT
Security Network Detection and Active Query capabilities. The All screen shows data for all types of
assets. In addition, specific subsets of the assets are shown on separate screens for each of the
following asset types: Controllers and Modules, Network Assets, and IoT. For each of the asset
screens (All, Controllers and Modules, Network Assets and IoT), you can customize the display
settings by adjusting which columns are displayed and where each column is positioned. You can
also sort and filter the Asset lists as well as perform a search.

Additionally, there are three dashboards: Risk, Inventory, and Events and Policies. The dashboards
contain widgets that offer an at-a-glance view of your network’s inventory and security posture. You
can choose a dashboard from the Main Navigation or by clicking on the Dashboards button in the



upper right corner, and selecting one from the menu that is shown. The Risk dashboard is the initial
default view. However, you can change the default view to a different dashboard.

The Inventory dashboard provides visibility into the asset inventory, facilitating asset management
and tracking. The Inventory dashboard shows widgets such as: Highest Risk Assets, Inventory
Statistics, Assets by Risk, Controllers, and Modules by Type, Assets by Purdue Level, etc. Clicking
on an asset link takes you to the corresponding asset on the Inventory screen.



2-2: Identity and Access Management

For domain 2-2, The National Cybersecurity Authority states:

“To ensure secure and restricted logical access to OT/ICS assets in order to prevent unauthorized
access and allow only authorized access for users, which are necessary to accomplish assigned
tasks."

Leveraging Tenable Security Center, Tenable Vulnerability Management, and Tenable Identity
Exposure solutions enables organizations to close attack paths, making the organization a more
difficult target to attack. Tenable solutions provide organizations the data needed to identify and
evaluate exposures in the environment. Tenable Identity Exposure is a fast, agentless Active
Directory security solution that helps organizations analyze their complex Active Directory
environment, predict what matters most to reduce risk, and eliminate attack paths before they can
be exploited.

As well as expanding on ECC 2-2-3, the Identity and Access Management control in the OTCC
requires the OT/ICS access management lifecycle to be separated and independent from IT. The
control further talks about how certain types of accounts should be handled (e.g., service accounts,
default accounts, privileged accounts, etc.).



Users and Groups

While Active Directory is typically used by most organizations, there are many other accounts for
non-Windows platforms that must be identified. Tenable Nessus contains a number of plugins and
plugin families that help organizations enumerate users and groups on the network. The Windows:
User management plugin family contains nearly 30 plugins that enumerate Microsoft Windows
users and groups. Other useful Nessus plugins for user and group enumeration include:

l 10894 Microsoft Windows Users Group List – This plugin uses the supplied credentials to
retrieve the list of groups each user belongs to. Groups are stored for further checks.

l 126527 Microsoft Windows SAM user enumeration – This plugin enumerates domain users
on the remote Windows system using Security Account Manager.

l 95928 Linux User List Enumeration – This plugin enumerates local users and groups on the
remote host.

l 95929 macOS and Mac OS X User List Enumeration – This plugin extracts the member lists
of ‘Admin’ and ‘Wheel’ groups on the remote host.

A number of other Nessus plugins that contain the key words “User Enumeration” can be found in
the Plugin Name search using the Plugin Name filter, identify WordPress, VMware, LDAP, and
other software applications that maintain user accounts:

https://www.tenable.com/plugins
https://www.tenable.com/plugins/search


Service and Default Accounts

Operating Systems and applications are often distributed with service and default accounts that are
either not password-protected, or have a default password that is well known. Tenable Nessus and
Tenable Identity Exposure help identify these accounts, enabling organizations to review and
disable any unnecessary accounts to reduce the attack surface. Organizations can leverage the
following Nessus plugins to enumerate service and default accounts:

l Plugin Family: Default Unix Accounts – This plugin family contains over 170 Nessus plugins
that check for the existence of default accounts/passwords on a number of devices. In
addition, there are many plugins that check for simple passwords such as “0000,” “1234,” and
more commonly identified password combinations for “root” or administrator accounts.

l 171959 Windows Enumerate Accounts – This plugin enumerates all Windows Accounts

Several hundred plugins can be identified by searching for “Default Account” from the Nessus
Plugins Search page using the Enable Default Logins filter. Nessus default account plugins are
available for Databases, Web Servers, SCADA devices, Unix/Linux devices, Cisco devices and
more. Many of the plugins are associated with the Default Unix Account Nessus family, however,
many are in other families as well.

https://www.tenable.com/plugins/search?q=enable_default_logins%3A%28true%29&sort=&page=1


In addition, Tenable Identity Exposure provides the ability to determine if a default administrator
account was recently used in the environment:



User Access Controls

Strong authentication mechanisms help validate that accounts are being used by the authorized
user to read, create, modify, or delete data in accordance with business needs. The Center for
Internet Security (CIS) provides benchmarks for a large number of Operating System platforms and
applications. Tenable Research writes audit files for these benchmarks to help organizations quickly
determine their alignment with the CIS recommendations. The benchmarks include guidance on
access controls for both non-privileged and privileged accounts.

https://www.cisecurity.org/
https://www.cisecurity.org/
https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks
https://www.tenable.com/research
https://www.tenable.com/audits


User Accounts

Non-privileged user accounts require strong access controls to prevent attackers from gaining local
access to the network. Attackers often target user accounts to exploit weaknesses in the local
network and escalate privileges. Security teams can use the Tenable Audits Search page to find
audit files for their Operating System platforms, which check for common compliance requirements
such as “Lock Workstations after Inactivity” and other issues.

Active Directory accounts can be configured to escape global password renewal policies. Accounts
set up in this manner can be used indefinitely without ever changing their password. Tenable
recommends reviewing user and administrator accounts to ensure they are not configured to have
this attribute.

The following Indicators of Exposure (IoE) in Tenable Identity Exposure can be used to identify
issues with user accounts in an organization’s Active Directory environment:

l Accounts with Never Expiring Passwords

l Application of Weak Password Policies on Users

l Dangerous Kerberos Delegation

l Account that Might Have an Empty Password

https://www.tenable.com/audits/search


l AdminCount Attribute Set on Standard Users

l User Account Using Old Password

l Kerberos Configuration on User Account



Privileged Accounts

Most compliance standards and frameworks require privileged users to have a non-privileged
account for standard user activities, such as web browsing or reading emails. Tenable Nessus and
Tenable Identity Exposure provide the tools to identify settings for root and admin accounts.

Using the Plugin Name filter on the Plugins Search page enables analysts to search for plugins with
terms that identify privileged accounts such as “root,” “admin,” or “privileged.”

The following Indicators of Exposure (IoE) in Tenable Identity Exposure can be used to identify
Active Directory settings for privileged accounts:

l Mapped Certificates on Accounts

l Ensure SDProp Consistency

l Native Administrative Group Members

l Privileged Accounts Running Kerberos Services

l Potential Clear-Text Password

l Protected Users Group not Used

l Logon Restrictions for Privileged Users

https://www.tenable.com/plugins/search
https://www.tenable.com/ad-indicators/ioe


l Local Administrative Account Overview Management



Dormant Accounts

User accounts that have not been accessed in more than a year provide an opportunity for attackers
to leverage compromised credentials and perform brute-force attacks. Nessus plugins 10915 or
10899 Microsoft Windows - Local Users Information: User Has Never Logged In displays a list of
Windows accounts where the user has never logged in. The Sleeping Accounts Indicator of
Exposure in Tenable Identity Exposure detects accounts that have not been accessed in over a
year.

The Active Directory Starter Scan Template contains 10 hygiene checks that attackers often
exploit while seeking to navigate their targets' Active Directory. These plugins focus on the most
common attack paths, such as guessing or cracking accounts’ secrets, impersonating other users,
privilege escalation and lateral across domains.





Maintenance

Every structure – physical or virtual – requires maintenance to maintain structural integrity over time.
Even the most hardened infrastructure is subject to degradation with regular use. Tenable Security
Center, Tenable Vulnerability Management, and Tenable Identity Exposure provide comprehensive
monitoring to detect drift from the desired state.

Administrator and user activity can degrade security controls over time if the system is not
maintained properly. Regular scanning of the environment using the Nessus audit files identifies drift
in security controls.

The following Indicators of Exposure (IoE) in Tenable Identity Exposure can be used to identify
maintenance issues in Active Directory:

l Computers Running an Obsolete OS (High)

l Disabled Accounts in Privileged Groups (Low)

l Unlinked, Disabled, or Orphan GPO (Low)

Step 1: From the Indicators of Exposure tab in Identity Management, search for the above listed
IoEs in the search field:

Step 2: Click on one of the displayed tiles to drill down into more details:

https://www.tenable.com/ad-indicators/ioe


Using the Indicators of Exposure within Tenable Identity Exposure assists the organization in
reviewing user access rights; something that must be done periodically (ECC 2-2-3-5) and in
response to cybersecurity incidents, personnel roles changes or whenever there is a change in
OT/ICS system architecture (OTCC 2-2-1-10).

For organizations where an on-premises solution is required Tenable Security Center is able to
provide coverage along with an on-premises installation of Tenable Identity Exposure. An
installation guide for Tenable Identity Exposure can be seen here. Utilizing the Getting Started with
AD Security dashboard (see figure 9), Tenable Security Center unifies security data from across the
organization, providing a comprehensive view and understanding of the organization's overall
security posture. Using a diverse deployment of Nessus scanners, administrators have complete
visibility into network-connected assets with comprehensive vulnerability assessment coverage.
When Active Directory concerns are identified, Tenable Security Center quickly provides alerts via
workflows and notifications, which speed up incident response and vulnerability remediation.
Additionally, Tenable.ad provides a comprehensive cyber exposure determination of Active
Directory hosts.

https://docs.tenable.com/identity-exposure/Installation/Content/PDF/Tenable_Identity_Exposure_On_Premise-Installation_Guide.pdf


2-9: Vulnerabilities Management

The objective for domain 2-9, The National Cybersecurity Authority states:

“To ensure timely detection and effective remediation of technical vulnerabilities to prevent or
minimize the probability of exploiting these vulnerabilities to launch cyber-attacks against the
organization.”

Understanding Cyber Exposure requires that the data collected by Tenable Vulnerability
Management is trusted and verifiable. Tenable Vulnerability Management and Tenable Security
Center provide several plugins that assist in determining scan status and provides a level of trust for
risk managers. The Authentication Summary Tenable Security Center dashboard provides a clear
and simplified method to track and troubleshoot authentication-related problems. The dashboard
groups authentication plugins into diagnostic contexts to show administrators areas of concern to
focus on.



The Authentication Summary (Explore) Tenable Vulnerability Management dashboard brings
together all the plugins used to verify successful authentication of assets during vulnerability scans,
providing security administrators visibility into areas of concern so that the appropriate actions can
be taken.



Local checks are required to ensure that scans are complete and accurate. Users enable local
checks by providing credentials with elevated privileges, or administrative access, or by deploying
Nessus Agents. Tenable Vulnerability Management requires privileged access to provide a
comprehensive assessment of risk on an asset. The more access to a system Tenable Vulnerability
Management has, the more complete the vulnerability detection.

The Vulnerability Management Overview Tenable Vulnerability Management dashboard provides
executive management a summary of risk information at a glance, while enabling security analysts
to drill down into technical details by clicking on the widgets.



The widgets in this dashboard provide detailed information on vulnerability severity and mitigation
status. Information is provided to help Risk Managers determine compliance with Service Level
Agreements. Security Analysts can use the information in the Scan Health widget to determine if
scans are running as intended to ensure the accuracy of scan data. Executive Management and
Security Analysts can leverage the information provided in this dashboard to ensure their
vulnerability management program aligns with organizational goals.

Organizations cannot begin to fix systemic problems within their security program without first being
able to analyze the data collected by the vulnerability scanning tool. OTCC 2-9 requires the



monitoring of vulnerabilities and identification of OT/ICS unsupported software. Tenable Security
Center uses active and passive detection methods to bring continuous visibility and provide
prioritization actions based on business risk and asset discovery.

As networks converge between Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT),
organizations struggle to have complete visibility of the network. Using Tenable OT Security and
Tenable Vulnerability Management or Tenable Security Center together, the complete picture of a
network is visible to risk managers and CISOs. Both Tenable Vulnerability Management and
Tenable Security Center are able to connect with Tenable OT Security and incorporate risk scores
such as VPR and Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) vectors to fully understand risk.

Tenable Security Center has a dashboard called Getting Started with Tenable OT Security:





In the first row of components, the dashboard provides the added value of combining the two
systems together. By showing the correlation of the Risk Ratings, CVSS, VPR, and criticality ratings,
the risk managers are able to gain a clear understanding of the overall IT/OT risk.

On the left side of the dashboard there are two components that show the percentage of systems
with respect to IT and OT asset classification type. Each component has a column for the system
count and overall percentage. The components in the middle of the center column use the Common
Platform Enumeration (CPE) detections. This attribute is part of the vulnerability plugin and can
denote hardware, applications, or operating system vulnerabilities. In addition, the CPE contains
manufacture information.

System managers can use this information as a starting point for vulnerability analysis and patch
management efforts. In the right-hand column, there are four components that track when an asset
is first discovered on the network and when last seen. These two attributes help asset managers
track when new systems are detected and if the system is in current use. The bottom components
use the Asset Identification plugins to show a summary of the device types detected, and the
operating systems used.

Organizations are afforded the opportunity to perform risk analysis based on OT and IT data in a
single unified platform with Tenable OT Security and either Tenable Vulnerability Management or
Tenable Security Center. In the top row of The Getting Started with Tenable OT Security
dashboard in Tenable Vulnerability Management, the CISO is able to quickly see the status of OT
assets by the total number of assets detected, critical, and high severity vulnerabilities, and the
criticality rating and run status. The criticality rating is established by default per the device type;
however, this rating can be modified as needed.



As the role of the risk manager expands to include OT devices, the next row of widgets presents the
data in a more vulnerability management-based view. The ring chart shows the most common
vulnerabilities based on the total count of affected assets, and the matrix shows a heat map view
aligning CVSS and VPR. By viewing the correlation of the Risk Ratings, CVSS, VPR, and criticality
rating, risk managers are able to gain clear understanding of their overall IT/OT risk.

The Cyber Exposure Lifecycle begins with the Discovery phase, where the objective is to map and
identify assets across the organization. The next two rows provide counts and summary lists of
assets by discovery classifications, such as the Purdue Levels, Device Type, OT Type, and IT Type.



2-10: Penetration Testing

The objective for domain 2-10, The National Cybersecurity Authority states:

“To assess and evaluate the efficiency of the organization’s cybersecurity defense capabilities
through simulated cyber-attacks to discover unknown weaknesses within the technical infrastructure
that may lead to a cyber-breach.”

Having effective penetration testing can be crucial to discover weaknesses that may have passed
undetected. Tenable allows an organization to identify exploitable vulnerabilities and assists a
penetration testing team to effectively plan simulated cyber-attacks that discover unknown
weaknesses within the technical infrastructure that may lead to a cyber-breach.

Exploits leveraged in attacks are imported into various tools and services when the attack is made
public. Common exploit frameworks are easy to obtain and are used by both security researchers
and malicious attackers. Security analysts can effectively reduce risk to the organization by
analyzing an exploit's source tool and the most common targets. Tenable Vulnerability Management
provides security operations teams a centralized view of common vulnerabilities and exploit
frameworks present in the organization’s environment.

Many organizations conduct internal red team (offense) and blue team (defense) exercises to gain
insight into their exposures to attackers and their ability to defend against attacks. These exercises
are a great way to harden the infrastructure before an official audit or malicious attack occurs.
Having detailed information about exposures in the infrastructure before commencing such
exercises enables red and blue teams to more effectively uncover exposures that a sophisticated
auditor or attacker would find. While exploit frameworks are a great start, they are simply tools that
are only as effective as the skill of the person using the frameworks.

Using the Pen Testing Team: One-Stop-Shop Tenable Vulnerability Management dashboard to
drill down into the Explore Findings view displays other attributes such as CPE, VPR Key Drivers,
and CVSS Vectors. Each of these filters helps red and blue teams to narrow their focus and discover
risks that may require prioritization over other vulnerabilities.



Vulnerabilities can also be widely exploited shortly after publication as malware authors reverse
engineer the fix and develop '1-day exploits' that can be used to attack organizations. Tenable
Vulnerability Management easily identifies assets most vulnerable to malware and other exploitation
frameworks. This dashboard provides the necessary context to understand which assets are
vulnerable to malware exploitation. Organizations can better communicate cyber risk to the
business by supplying context and associated metrics.



2-12: Cybersecurity Incident and Threat Management

The objective for domain 2-12, The National Cybersecurity Authority states:

“To ensure timely identification, detection, effective management, and handling of cybersecurity
incidents and threats to prevent or minimize negative impacts on an organization’s OT/ICS
operation.”

Tenable Research delivers world-class exposure intelligence, data science insights, zero-day
research, and security advisories. Our Security Response Team (SRT) in Tenable Research tracks
threat and vulnerability intelligence feeds to make sure our research teams can deliver sensor
coverage to our products as quickly as possible. The SRT also works to dig into technical details and
author whitepapers, blogs, and additional communications to ensure stakeholders are fully informed
of the latest cyber risks and threats. The SRT provides breakdowns for the latest critical
vulnerabilities on the Tenable blog.

When security events rise to the level of taking immediate action, Tenable - leveraging SRT
intelligence - notifies customers proactively to provide exposure information, current threat details
and how to use Tenable products and capabilities to accelerate remediation.

The Tenable Research Advisories: Urgent Action dashboards in Tenable Vulnerability
Management and Tenable Security Center contain indicator style widgets to highlight any
vulnerabilities related to the Tenable Research Advisories. Here, Tenable issues customer guidance
that immediate remediation is of paramount importance to all affected organizations. Tenable
recommends addressing missing patches as identified in the dashboard components.







Learn More

Tenable Resources

l InfoSec Team – One-Stop Shop Comprehensive Attack Surface

l Vulnerability Management Program Health

l Asset Inventory and Detection (SEE) (Tenable Vulnerability Management)

l Asset Inventory and Detection (SEE) (Tenable Security Center)

l Asset Management Overview

l Getting Started with Active Directory (Tenable Vulnerability Management)

l Getting Started with Active Directory (Tenable Security Center)

l Authentication Summary (Tenable Vulnerability Management)

l Authentication Summary (Tenable Security Center)

l Vulnerability Management Overview

l Getting Started with Tenable.ot (Tenable Vulnerability Management)

l Getting Started with Tenable.ot (Tenable Security Center)

l Pen Testing Team: One-Stop-Shop

l Tenable Research Advisories: Urgent Action (Tenable Vulnerability Management)

l Tenable Research Advisories: Urgent Action (Tenable Security Center)

Compliance References

l NCA – Operational Technology Cybersecurity Controls (OTCC)

l NCA – Essential Cybersecurity Controls (ECC)

l CIS Critical Security Control 7 – Continuous Vulnerability Management

https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/infosec-team-one-stop-shop-comprehensive-attack-surface
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/vulnerability-management-program-health
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/asset-inventory-and-detection-see
https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/asset-inventory-discovery-see
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/asset-management-overview-0
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/getting-started-with-active-directory
https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/getting-started-with-active-directory
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/authentication-summary
https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/authentication-summary
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/vulnerability-management-overview
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/getting-started-with-tenable-ot
https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/getting-started-with-tenable-ot
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/pen-testing-team-one-stop-shop
https://www.tenable.com/tenable-io-dashboards/tenable-research-advisories-urgent-action
https://www.tenable.com/sc-dashboards/tenable-research-advisories-urgent-action
https://www.nca.gov.sa/otcc_en.pdf
https://www.nca.gov.sa/ecc-en.pdf
https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/continuous-vulnerability-management
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